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Human beings perform 46 million abortions annually around the planet. Year in and year out!
That's 46 million women requesting and accepting an abortion of their fetus. According to the
World Health Organization, 96 percent of those abortions represent a secondary form of birth
control. That means they did not have access to birth control on the front end. It means they
either couldn't feed a child, shelter it or provide for it-or they already had birthed too many
children they couldn't feed or care for.

      

At the same time, eight million adults and 10 million children under the age of 12 die of
starvation and related diseases annually around this planet-18 million human beings. Year in
and year out! In my world bicycle travels, I witnessed such massive human die-offs personally. I
also witnessed living conditions that would turn the stomach of an average Canadian,
European, American. (Sources: Time Magazine, World Health Organization)

  

In other words, the human race seems to love its suffering, its deaths by starvation via
all religions that stand against birth control and family planning.

  

Cost of International Family Planning: $130 million annually. Planned Parenthood in the USA:
Less than $50 million.

Cost of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars: $12 billion every 30 days. That's correct; we pay out $12
billion every month to kill people. We killed millions in Korea. We killed over 2.1 million in the
Vietnam War. We masterfully snuff out lives in other countries. We have killed hundreds
of thousands in Iraq and Afghanistan while displacing 2.5 million as refugees.

I must ask: how many rational people reading this column think it's okay to kill, maim and
displace THAT many people in other countries-spend THAT much money on human death-and
stand by to witness THAT much misery around the planet, as well as accelerating
environmental carnage, while the majority of scientists assure us accelerating backlash by
Mother Earth?

You find those actions unconscionable don't you. Yet by refusing to speak out, you remain
complicit in denying to support birth control for women that desperately need it in the USA and
abroad.
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http://rense.com/general92/abortc.htm

